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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER 

I warm ly congratulate the organisers of the Australian Festival of Chamber Music on their energy and enthusiasm in bringing classical music to Australian 
aud iences. 

Since its inception in 1991 , t he festival has developed to the point w here it is now regarded as one of the leading classica l music festiva ls in t he country. 
It has achieved a reputation for presenting high quality performances by musicians from both within Austral ia and around the world, w ith visi tors 
travel ling from far and w ide every yea r to share in this unique experience in the beaut if ul North Queensland environment. 

I am also delighted to see the continuation of the Winterschool and Masterclasses offered to tertiary level students, providing a wonderful opportun ity 
for you ng musicians to work with professionals and perform at the highest standard. 

I would li ke to offer the Austra lian Festiva l of Chamber Music, and al l those who take part in it or are involved w ith it, my very best wishes for continuing 
success. 

Peter McGauran 

FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER 

Si nce its establishment in 1991, the Aust ral ian Festival of Chamber Music has excelled in achievi ng its goal of enhancing Townsville's cu ltural 
environment through the presentation of internationally acclaimed classical musicians from North Queensland, Australia and overseas. The Festival has 
also made an important contri but ion to the economic life of North Queensland and Townsvil le in particular. The prestige and international recognition 
that the Festival has built adds immeasurably to Townsvi lle 's self-image and international standing. 

The Queensland Government is proud of its eleven-year history of funding support to the festiva l and as the first Patron of the festiva l, I am proud to 
be associated with this world-class event. I would take this opportunity to congratulate the Board, ou r sponsors and the public of Townsvil le who have 
al l ensured that the festiva l has been an outstanding success for over a decade. 

Once again, the focus of Australian Chamber music will turn to Townsville in July this year. I look forward to joining you in another 
successful Festival in 2001. 

Mike Reynolds MP 
Minister for Emergency Services and 
Minister Assisting the Premier in North Queensland 

/ 
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July is one of the best months ofthe year to visitTownsville. 

It is holiday time, everyone is relaxed and friendly, winter barely makes an appearance, and, of 

course, we host 12 wonderful days of the Austra lian Festival of Chamber Music. 

In its 1 1 years, the festival has played a key role in Townsville's cultural development. Acclaimed 

musicians journey from all over the country, and around the world, to share their skills and provide 

music lovers with access to performances of the highest quality. Handel, Bach, Beethoven - the 

very best music has to offer - all staged in a unique tropical setting. It is little wonder the popularity of the festival 

continues to grow each year. 

On behalf of the Townsville City Council! would like to extend our sincere thanks to those involved in this year's 
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11 oaquin Turina, with his friend Manuel de Falla, was one of the most important Spanish 
composers of the twentieth century. Turina left his nativ~lle to study in Madrid and, in 1905, for Paris to study with Vincent d'lndy. He returned to 
Madrid in 1914, where he was to stay for the remainder of his life. To jump one step further, Turina was the only Spanish composer of the period who took 
a productive interest in chamber music. He abandoned composing with programmatic elements in favour of "absolute" music, most convincingly of all in 
his Piano Trio in A minor, Op 67 of 1933. The 15 minute work, extremely compact in its three movement form, is overwhelmingly expressive as constructed 
in its cyclical form. The principal theme of the first movement is stated and developed in the work's exposition, the same material undergoing several 
transformations throughout the remainder of the composition. As is the case in cyclical form, that which begins returns; here the Finale concludes with the 
predominant idea from the very beginning. In the Piano Quartet, Turina abandons the obvious Andalusian elements of his earlier compositions while still 
maintaining the colour and flavour of his native Spain. The four greatest Spanish composers, Granados, Albeniz, de Falla and Turina all proudly musically 
depicted their native Spain yet, stylistically, they were as diverse from one another as could be. While de Falla was a radical innovator, Turina was a master 
of elegance who preserved the language and sensuality of the Mediterranean landscape. 

!Jf we ignore the question as to what is Russian, Czech, Ukrainian or Polish in music, we can say with confidence that Smetana and Chopin were the founders 
of what was to be known as Slavic music. Antonin Dvorak, in 1855, wrote: "Not so many years ago Slavic music was not known to the men of other races . 
Chopin alone caused the music of Poland to be known and prized by all lovers of music. Smetana did the same for us Bohemians." From 1526, Slovakia, Moravia 
and Bohemia were ruled by the Hapsburgs; the official language was German and the culture Austrian. Not until the early 1800s, when a program of Czech 
literary studies was introduced at Prague University, were there the slightest signals of any emerging nationalism. At the same time, any sparks of an emerging 
nationalism were discouraged by issues both political and cultural. Although Czechoslovakia did not achieve independence until1918, the unsuccessful rebellions 
of 1830 and 1848 began a transition to a certain amount of local rule. At almost the same time as the "Imperial Diploma" of 1860 came the announcement 
that a theatre was to be established in Prague to present operas and dramas in the Czech language. This news immediately inspired Smetana to return to his 
homeland from Gothenberg, Sweden, where since 1856 he had been based earning his living as a condudor of amateur choral ensembles and a piano teacher. 
The Piano Trio in G minor, Op. 15 was composed in1855, one year before his self-exile in Sweden. This was a period of great despair for his entire family, least of 
all because the music school of which Smetana was the diredor experienced financial failure. After their marriage in 1849, the Smetanas became the parents of 
four daughters, three of whom died before moving to Sweden; the death on September 6, 1855, of the first-born child was especially difficult for the composer. 
He immediately began work on the Trio, a work which was to serve homage to the young girl's musical talent, but express the deep grief felt by the composer. 
The Trio was finished in less than two months and first performed in Prague on December 3, 1855. Although Smetana's nationalism is felt throughout the work, 
the atmosphere of the work is far more personal than it is political. There can be little doubt that the image of a funeral march, Grave, quasi marcia, influenced 
the composer in the finale. Even in the Presto conclusion, in G major, one cannot escape the melancholy undertones of the entire work. 

!) n one of the earliest biographies on the life of Tchaikovsky, published in 1900, the author Ivan Knorr describes the three string quartets as an 
allusion to the composer's "homesickness for the orchestra." There is no doubt that, with secondary assistance from Borodin, Tchaikovsky was most 
influential in establishing a Russian school of composition in chamber music. In early 1871, Tchaikovsky was based in Moscow, actively composing and 
teaching music theory at the Conservatory. Despite his activity, he lived under impoverished circumstances. To help Tchaikovsky, Nikolai Rubinstein, 
director of the Conservatory, had suggested that Tchaikovsky present an entire evening of his compositions. As Tchaikovsky was in no position to afford 
an orchestra, he composed his First String Quartet; most of February was solely occupied with the new work, which received its premiere March 28, 
1871. The second movement, marked Andante cantabile, is one of the best-known movements in the entire chamber music literature. Here is an entire 
movement which has been arranged, by numerous individuals, for almost every possible combination of instruments. The final two movements are in 
complete contrast, both as physically exuberant as they are emotionally demanding. 

'R..abert Schumann began playing the piano and composing when only si~ years old; at the age of 14 he was a published poet. At the age of 18, he entered 
the University of Leipzig to study law but by his third year he withdrew from the University to fully pursue a performing career as a pianist. Shortly after, accident, 
or illness, permanently injured his hand, forcing him to give up hopes of performing and direding all his energies towards composition. The year 1841 was devoted 
almost entirely to orchestral compositions while 1842 was devoted to chamber music. In April of that year, he ordered scores of the complete string quartets of 
Mozart and Beethoven; between June and Odober of that year he composed his three String Quartets, Op. 41, the Piano Quartet, Op. 47 and the Piano Quintet, 
Op. 44. The initial sketch of the Piano Quintet took place over a five day period in September, 1842, the score completed on Odober 12. The Quintet begins with 
an energetically assertive theme which reappears many times throughout the movement, regularly interrupted by a wealth of melodic invention. The second 
movement, subtitled "In the manner of a march," resembles a somber procession rather than a festive occasion; the adive and intense trio of the slow movement 
provides a dramatic contrast not typical of the "second movements" of this period. The principal theme of the Scherzo is really no theme at all, rather a colledion 
of simple scales whose interest is intensified by constant and irregular changes of the rhythmic form of those scales. The energetic final movement combines both 
sonata and rondo form while the climadic coda is an extended fugue based on the opening theme of the first movement. 
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A nton Arensky, the son of active amateur musicians, was born in Novgorod in 1861. His 
early training on the piano was from his mother and he began composing music shortly after. After his family's move to St. Petersburg, he entered 
the Conservatory in 1879, w here he studied composition with Rimsky-Korsakov. He began work on his first opera, "A Dream on the Volga", 
which was premiered in Moscow in 1891. After completing his studies in 1882, he assumed a position as a teacher, and later professor, of 
harmony and counterpoint at the Moscow Conservatory, where his pupils included Rachmaninov, Gliere and Scriabin; he developed contact and 
friendships with composers including Tchaikovsky and Taneyev. He developed an active career as a choral conductor, with his relationship to church 
music, upon the recommendation of Balakirev, leading to his directorship of the Imperial Chapel in St. Petersburg during the period 1895-1901. 
He continued to work as a composer, pianist and conductor before his death, in 1906, of tubercu losis; he spent his final years in a sanitorium in 
Finland. The Piano Quintet in D major, Op. 51, was composed in 1900. The piano opens the work with a fanfare-type motive, soon joined by the 
strings, in a character likely influenced by Schumann's Piano Quintet. Unlike so much of the chamber music to this time, the piano writing is in a 
far greater vi rtuoso, concerto-like character than the norm . The second movement is in the form of theme and variations, the theme stated by 
the strings, and then lyrically fo llowed by the piano. The variations explore various ranges of emotional contrast w ith the intricate piano writ ing 
similar to the style of Chopin. The technically demanding scherzo is joined with a contrasting peaceful trio. The fina le, rather short in duration in 
proportion to the entirety of the quintet, is based primarily on a baroque fugue after which the work concludes in grand romantic fashion w ith 
repetition of material from the first movement. 

q he death of Tchaikovsky, on November 6, 1893, deeply affected Rachmaninov and was the "inspiration" behind the creation of the 
Second Elegiac Trio, Op. 9. The entire work was composed over a period of six weeks, from November 6 through December 25. In a letter to a 
friend two days after completing the work, Rachmaninov wrote that he had "trembled for every phrase, sometimes crossed out absolutely 
everything and began to think and think about it all over again." The second movement is a set of eight variations based on the main theme of 
Rachmaninov's orchestral fantasy "The Rock", Op. 7, which Tchaikovsky had been so impressed by that he was to conduct the work 's premiere 
in St. Petersburg the follow ing January. As a result of Tchaikovsky's death, the premiere was delayed, being received in Moscow in March. The 
first performance of the Piano Trio was given on January 31, 1894, with the inscription "To the Memory of a Great Artist." 

S hartly after the premiere of his Third String Quartet, in 1876, Tchaikovsky hastily, but apparently without thought, married Antonina 
Milykova. She is said to have felt very passionately for Tchaikovsky since her student days at the Moscow Conservatory, yet he had no recollection 
of her, nor could he return her feelings. Ill and desperate, and only three months into the marriage, Tchaikovsky left his wife and, under doctor's 
orders, went to Switzerland for nearly a month. It was also during this year that Tchaikovsky met the figure who was to change the direction of 
his· life. Nadezhda von Meek, an extremely wealthy widow who was ten years older than Tchaikovsky and greatly appreciated his compositions, 
offered him financial support in the amount of 6,000 roubles to rid him of his financial embarrassment, w ith the understanding that they 
correspond but never directly meet. Th is al lowed Tchaikovsky to abandon his burdensome teaching duties and focus on composing and 
conducting. He devoted himself almost solely to orchestral and operatic works unti l 1881. Upon the death of his long-time friend and supporter, 
Nikolai Rubinstein, w hen he composed his Piano Trio " Dedicated to the Memory of a Great Artist"; he was not to return to chamber music until 
1890. After composing his opera The Queen of Spades, in Florence, he left Italy and began work on his only string sextet, Souvenir de Florence; 
this was to be his final work in the chamber music medium. The work received its first private reading in December 1890; commitments, including 
Tchaikovsky's only trip to the United States, delayed the work's first public performance unti l December 1892. Souvenir de Florence was composed 
with great speed and the utmost enthusiasm, yet he was known to have remarked that composing for six individual but similar instruments as 
extremely difficult. 
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B eethoven's string trios, which were composed and published long before his earliest 
symphonies, string quartets or concertos, evidence his first major advance in the context of form and substance. The clearest influence on his 
string trios, which make up his Op 3, 8 and 9 (Nos 1, 2 and 3) must have been Mozart's substantial Divertimento for String Trio, K. 563. The 
three trios making up Beethoven's Op. 9 clearly foreshadow the elements, which will appear in his early symphonies. In the String Trio in G 
major, Op. 9 No. 1 we see the use of, in the first movement, a slow introduction (already present in his Cello Sonatas, Op. 5) leading into the 
main body of the movement, a fast Allegro con brio. In the slow movement, Beethoven employs a regular interchange between triplet quavers 
and duple semiquavers, at times implying an Andante in 9/8. This "trick" is quite common with this composer. The Scherzo originally consisted 
of two Trios but the composer deleted the second prior to the work's first publication (subsequent publications, as in the performance you are 
to hear, have reinstated the second trio). The fourth movement operates on two different levels, opening with a tour de force moto perpetuo, 
several times interrupted with a calm second subject. Regardless of the very early period in Beethoven's output, this Trio shows at least the level 
of musical substance to be found in the First Symphony, not to mention a phenomenal understanding of the technical possibilities of each of 
the three instruments . 

....Ll rensky's String Quartet No. 2 in A minor, Op. 35 may be the only "string quartet" composed by a known composer for the untraditional 
la:Jation of violin, viola and two cellos. A portion of this rarely performed work is much better known as the composer's "Variations on a 
Theme of Tchaikovsky", a reworking of the quartet's second movement for string orchestra; the quartet was composed in 1895. The opening 
theme of the second movement is based on Tchaikovsky's song "The Christ Child's Garden" and is then elaborated upon in a series of variations 
in which each instrument, in turn, plays the theme under a number of technically diverse "tricks" taking place concurrently in the other 
instruments, in moods contrasting from that of the opening theme, to a lighthearted scherzo, to a true romantic "bloodbath" of character. The 
third movement continues sombrely in an unmistakable Russian flavour, immediately followed by a fugue based on the same Russian theme used 
by Beethoven in the trio, of the scher;;;o movement, of his String Quartet, Op. 59 No. 2. 

q he Violin Sonata in A major, Op. 13 and First Piano Quartet in C minor, Op. 15 are the most important chamber works from Faure's early 
period. The main theme of the first movement, Allegro molto moderato, is energetic and modal, immediately announced in unison by three 
stringed instruments against detached piano chords with a rhythmic pattern that dominates this concise sonata form. The scherzo second 
movement is lighter and more delicate, with the strings playing pizzicato in unison and propelling a dance-like theme, played by the piano and 
never clear whether it is in E flat major or C minor. Faure treats this in a variety of ways; for example, a duple-time version is alternated with the 
original 6/8 form. The central section features a chorale-like melody played by the muted strings. Both serene and powerful, the Adagio is among 
the finest of Faure's slow movements. The strings are treated more soloistically than before, entering and re-entering with a prayer-like melody 
over the rich and inventive harmonies played by the piano. The concluding Allegro molto opens with a scale-like string theme supported by actively 
running arpeggios played by the piano, leading to a heavily syncopated motive on the piano with a rising bass countermelody from the strings. 
The development passes through virtually all possible keys, the recapitulation making great use of the first subject with highly virtuosic writing for 
the piano accompanying the return of the second subject. 
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q he concerto, as a musical form, had its earliest orig ins in Italy and was mastered as a three
movement entity featuring one or more solo voices against an ensemble background with the 

works of Vivaldi and J.S. Bach. Bach's three Violin Concertos, in A minor, E major and the "Double 
Concerto" in D minor date from the period 1717-23. The Violin Concerto in E major is a slightly longer and brighter work than the A minor 
Concerto. The theme of the E major Concerto is direct and not complex, based on a three-note motive that simply outlines the tonality of the 
work, E - G sharp - B. In this concerto, Bach brings the soloist out of the orchestra and into the spotlight more immediately and composes more 
soloistic material than in the previous concerto. The second movement, Adagio, is based on a repeated bass figure in the orchestra over which 
the soloist sings in a rhapsodic manner, episodes shifting between the major and minor. The third movement, as is quite common in Bach's 
concertos, is based on an assertive, triple metre dance in the home key of E major. 

e ate in 1703, Vivaldi joined the instrumental-teaching staff of the Ospedale della Pi eta, a Venetian charitable institution for orphaned girls. 
The girls were "trained to excel in music. Moreover, they sing like angels and play the violin, flute, organ, oboe, cello and bassoon; in short, there 
is no instrument, however unwieldy, that can frighten them." The Piccolo Concerto in C major, RV 443 was originally composed for flautino (a 
member of the recorder family) and string orchestra. The work is an essay in virtuosity, especially in the two fast outer movements. Scalewise 
passages and arpeggios dominate the solo writing of the first movement, a complete contrast to the long, expressive melodic lines of the Largo 
second movement, the piccolo sparsely accompanied by steady quavers in the orchestra. The finale returns us to the virtuosity of the first 
movement, concluding with true bravura writing. 

0 ne of the foremost viola soloists of the twentieth century, Wi lliam Primrose, the dedicatee and first performer of Benjamin Britten's 
Lachrymae, wrote in his autobiography "Walk on the North Side" in 1978: "Britten and Peter Pears were concertising in the United States in 1949. 
I met them in New York and we talked about the Aldeburgh Festival, which had been flourishing for several years. Ben, the fons et origo of that 
prestigious event, asked if I would accept an invitation to take part in it the following summer. .. 'If you come, I'll write a piece for you.' ' In that 
case,' I promised, 'I'll be there.' He promptly composed Lachrymae, a series of quite remarkable, highly original, and devilishly ingenious variations 
based on one of a set of songs of the same name by John Dowland (1563- 1626). "The work was premiered in its original form, in the version 
for viola and piano, by Primrose and Britten at the Aldeburgh Festival on June 20, 1950. Britten reworked the piano accompaniment for string 
orchestra in 1966, the orchestral version reaching many new listeners and today the more often heard of the two versions. 

!) n Eclogue is a short pastoral poem, and this brief piece seems above all to mirror Finzi's deep and very personal love for the English 
countryside. In it we hear, in gentle fashion, the strains of two older composers, Elgar and Vaughan Williams, and indeed in 1922, about the time 
this tranquil piece was composed, Finzi moved to the lovely Cotswold village of Painswick in Gloucestersh ire, not far from where Elgar lived and 

'where Vaughan Williams was born. Finzi had lost his father when he was eight, then his music teacher Ernest Farrar in World War I, and his three 
elder brothers. Thus, one can understand the introspective tendency in Finzi; also his total dedication to the arts of music and literature. After the 
war, which he spent with the Ministry of War, he composed works for clarinet as well as choral and orchestral works, including a revision of this 
Eclogue for piano and strings. Initial ly Finzi had intended that his this work should be just one movement of a larger concerto, but in the 1940s 
he decided to allow it to stand on its own, and this is how it appeared when published after his death in 1956. With its gently flowing melodic 
line, announced at the outset on the piano, it must have provided a most fitting tribute at the Memorial Concert premiere to this quiet gentleman 
composer who found deep happiness in his family, home, garden, and countryside, and in his abiding passion for literature and music. 

B enjamin Britten (1913-1976) made his earliest impact on the British musical scene as a prodigiously ta lented composer in his late teens 
and began to take the leading role in modernising the borders of British music until his departure to America in 1939. He began to study the viola 
at the age of nine whi le later also becoming a pianist of great distinction. It was his f irst vio la teacher, Audrey Alston, who introduced him to 
Frank Bridge, the composer who was Britten's earliest guide into the art of composition. Britten offered his gratitude with the Variations on a 
Theme of Frank Bridge, not only his greatest work for string orchestra but also his first international triumph. The work received its premiere at 
the 1937 Salzburg Festival, performed by the Boyd Neel Orchestra. The orchestra commissioned the work with the sole purpose of having a 
contemporary British work to perform at the prestigious festival; the entire work was sketched in ten days and in final form four weeks later. 



/tlendelssohn, as a child prodigy, is most often associated with his String Octet, Op. 20 
and the Overture to "A Midsummer Night's Dream", Op. 21, products of the years 1825-26, when he was only 16 years old. It is often overlooked 
that he began composing symphonies in the early 1820s, his first "official" symphony for a full orchestra completed in 1824. By the end of 1821, 
Mendelssohn had composed six "sinfonias" for string orchestra; a second group of these, Nos. 7-12, followed in 1822-23, the Sinfonia No. 9 
completed March 12, 1823, after the family's first trip to Switzerland. The Sinfonia No. 9 begins with an articulate slow introduction, typical of 
many of the Baroque French overtures. Once the main allegro begins, we are in the world of Haydn and early-Beethoven, yet Mendelssohn goes 
one step further, composing two separate viola parts, an original, unprecedented concept. In the third movement's Trio section, he composes a 
Swiss yodel-type melody, with drones in the lower strings similar to the opening of the finale of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the "Pastoral". 

!) n 1924, the year of composition of the Two Pieces for String Octet, Op. 11, Shostakovich was hardly an unrecognised student composer. His 
First Symphony, Op. 1 0 had already been composed and was to achieve a success at its premiere in 1926 unlike any other in the history of Russian 
music to that time. Shostakovich often introduced his new works to the influential "Circle of New Music" in Leningrad, only to have them 
criticised by the music historian-composer, Boris Asafyev, whose opinions usually guided the fate of such new works. For this reason, the composer 
withheld the premiere of the Op. 11 Prelude and Scherzo until after the successful premiere of the First Symphony in 1926. The highly successful 
premiere took place in Moscow on January 9, 1927. In 1948, when many of Shostakovich's works were "officially" condemned, the Opus 11 was 
singled out as decadent and unworthy of a place in the performing literature; thus, the work was neglected and unperformed until the mid-
1960's, when it entered the repertoire of the Borodin Quartet. 

.....Ll. lfred Schnittke: "I wrote my Sonata No. 1 for violin and piano in 1963, and in 1967 I made a version of it for violin and chamber orchestra. n ee is one of my earliest attempts at twelve-tone technique - but with a varying row (first movement: diminished and augmented triads; 
second movement: minor triads; third movement: major triads; fourth movement: interaction of all four types of triad). It depicts a tonal world 
with atonal highways, but thematically it is completely traditional (even with quasi-quotations from folk music and from Shostakovich's Second 
Piano Trio)." The first performance of the original version of the work, as the Violin Sonata No. 1, took place in the spring of 1964 with the work's 
dedicatee, violinist Mark Lubotsky, and pianist Alfred Schnittke. 
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~he fifteen string quartets of Shostakovich, which in the West have entered the standard 
quartet repertoire through the commitment and pioneering work of leading quartets including the Borodin, Emerson, Fitzwilliam and Goldner 
Quartets, are equally deserving of international recognition as are his fifteen symphonies (the number "15", in this instance, must be coincidental). 
The String Quartet No. 7 in F sharp minor, Op. 108 was composed in 1960 and written in memory of his first wife, Nina, who died in 1954 and 
would have turned 50 in 1960. Shostakovich turned 50 in 1956, the year of his second marriage. During this period, Khrushchev's relaxation of 
previously held ideologies regarding Soviet music had meant a resurrection in the frequency with which Shostakovich 's works were being 
performed. Despite this, years of restrictions and reprimands left an irrepairable mark on his health, with doctors taking measures to slow his 
rapidly declining health. The reference to the fifth decade of life is seen in the quartet's opening, a three bar phrase on a three note rhythm, 
repeated five times within a sing le octave. The key of F sharp minor is interrupted by an episode in E flat major, with a duet between the first 
violin and cello - the key of E flat major possibly recalls a symbolic reference to Tamino and Pamina, principal characters in Mozart's The Magic 
Flute. In the second movement, an elegiac melody is heard over a strained accompaniment of arpeggios and glissandos leading into the finale's 
fugal subject (Allegro) and a waltz (Allegretto), made up from the preceding slow movement's musical material. The Seventh String Quartet was 
premiered in Leningrad on May 15, 1960 by the Beethoven Quartet. 

~ lexander Borodin (1833- 1887) dedicated his Second String Quartet to his wife, Yekaterina, the work intended as a musical portrait of 
l ir! et ing in Heidelberg in the summer of 1861. At this time, Borodin was in the midst of studying chemistry with music being his first passion 
but playing a secondary role. His wife-to-be was an excellent pianist who, during th is period, introduced her future husband to the piano literature 
of Chopin, Liszt and Schumann. Borodin was a keen, self-taught, amateur cellist and the Second Quartet clearly exhibits the composer's 
preference, especial ly in the first and third movements, where each movement is largely based on dialogue between the first violin and cello. As 
in the Shostakovich Quartet heard earlier, it is possible to imagine the interchange between the two instruments representing the dialogue 
between the composer and his wife. The Scherzo demonstrates a character we would associate with Mendelssohn and the slow movement, 
Notturno, is one of Borodin's most often performed creations. Despite the ultra-physical activity of the finale, and a far greater equal ity of the 
four instruments, there is never the sl ightest hint of anger or pathos, an infrequent characteristic for Russian music of this period . 

B eethoven's String Quartet in A minor, Op. 132, was composed in 1825 and is the second of the group compris ing his " late" quartets (it 
was preceded by Op. 127, itself preceded two of the quartets, Op. 130 and 131, which received lower opus numbers at the time of publication). 
The Op. 132 is generally regarded as one of the composer's most ingenious and structural ly cha llenging works. The centrepiece of the quartet is 
the third, the great variation movement. The form is similar to that used in the third movement of the Ninth Symphony, an extended opening 
wh ich undergoes a variation upon each return, after a long alternating section. The opening of this movement has the ti tle " Hei liger Dankgesang 
eines Genesenen an die Gottheit" (Solemn Song of Thanksgiving of a Convalescent to the Deity) and this expressive material's communicated in 
the following statements as in the first. Each statement begins with a rhythmically active pattern of quarter notes, portraying suggestions of 
accumulated suffering and end ing with a resigned conclusion of simple chords which convey an inner peace after the turbulence . The joyous 
alternating section, titled "Neue Kraft fuhlend" (Feeling new strength), is then fol lowed by the first variation of the opening. The alternating 
section leads into the second variation, a more active and complex combination of the opening quarter note statement in combination with a 
sustained half note progression, accumu lating through an intensity and exaltation to a point where all motion stops except for that of the half 
note chords. The intensity tapers but the illumination continues through to the end. 
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d-laydn and Mozart were the first to compose in the form of the piano trio, the form being 
a descendant of the Baroque trio sonata. Though Haydn composed numerous piano trios during the period 1784-96, it was Mozart who initially 
mastered the form in giving all three partners equal prominence. There were relatively few piano trios composed by the end of the Classical period, 
culminating with the great examples by Beethoven and Schubert. As Romanticism emerged, so improved the capabilities of the fortepiano, 
improvements in the instrument's range and power which made it a more worthy partner to the violin and cello. The piano trio suddenly became 
an active part of the followers of the Viennese tradition, notably Brahms, Mendelssohn and Schumann. Schumann's Piano Trio No. 2 in F major 
left the composer pleased, as he wrote to a friend "it makes a quicker and more ingratiating impression" than the First Piano Trio, Op. 63. 
Schumann was especially happy w ith the two middle movements. As in so much of his instrumenta l writing, the slow movement represents the 
true emotiona l core of the work. Instead of a scherzo, as was traditionally the case, the third movement is more of an intermezzo which looks 
ahead to the writing of Brahms. There is a more frequent use of alternation between instruments, possibly inspired by the scherzo of Schubert's 
Second Trio, a work that Schumann praised very highly . 

.-.Ll t the age of 31, still unrecognised by the public as a composer, Dvorak composed his early Piano Quintet in 1872. When he first arrived 
l:!e in 1857, he was virtually ignorant of the icons of the standard musical literature; his only exposure to the works of the past came by 
borrowing scores from a friend. His earliest compositions were chamber music and symphonies, but after playing in an al l-Wagner concert, 
conducted by Wagner himself, in the viola section or playing in the orchestra for productions of Lohengrin and Tannhauser, the musical spell of 
Wagner could not be removed. The First Piano Quintet was first performed in Prague on November 22, 1872 and was forgotten about until 1887. 
Dvorak incorrectly believed that he had destroyed the score, but after rediscovering it realised that there was much worth holding onto, and began 
a revision. Finding the first movement far too long, he eliminated nearly 150 bars. Then, in the middle section of the second movement, he chose 
to cut 20 bars and, in the coda of the finale, he discarded a reference from the main theme of the first movement. Dvorak "rewrote" the work 
as best he could but never attempted to have it published. Rather, he immediately began composing a new quintet. 

W hen Brahms took particular interest in an instrumental form, it is fascinating to note that he composed works in pairs: the orchestra l 
serenades (Op. 11 and 16), the piano quartets (Op. 25 and 26), the first two symphon ies (Op. 68 and 73) and the Academic Festival and Tragic 
Overtures (Op. 80 and 81 ). By composing a pair of works simu ltaneously, he was able to approach a specific form or combination of instruments 
from two different extremes, allowing each combination of these to represent a study in contrast. The first sketches for the two piano quartets 
date from 1857, his Detmold period yet the premiere of the A major Piano Quartet, Op. 26 only took place in Vienna, on November 29, 1862. 
The work was very favourably received by the public but the critics were not at all impressed. The A major Quartet is far more introspective than 
Op. 25, at the same t ime no less gripping in its emotion; the Op. 26 is the longest of Brahms' chamber music works. Tovey described the quartet 
as "Olympian" and the majesty to be found in the character of the first two movements surpasses anything he composed to this time . The second 
movement is a masterpiece of romantic tone colouring, the muted strings working in tandem against the mysterious arpeggio writing in the piano. 
Speak to a Hungarian about the unrestrained jollity of the fina le and you will hear that they fail to detect any such influence. Speak to someone 
else and the response is that the Hungarian character and flair which makes the conclusion of Op. 25 so memorable is equally present in Op. 26. 



occupied an unrivalled position in 
the Italian musical world of his time, 

winning considerable success relatively early in 
his career. The son of a horn-player and a mother 

who made a career for herself in opera, as a boy he had 
direct experience of operatic performance, both in the 

is best known today as an Italian 
opera composer, a contemporary of 
Giuseppi Verdi, he was also one of 
the most influential teachers of his 
day. Among his most notable 
students were Mascagni and Puccini. 
His instrumental works reflected many 
diverse traditions and were no doubt 
influenced by his training at the Milan 
Conservatory, which supported a very 
culturally exciting and open-minded 
atmosphere in the mid-nineteenth 
century. Like Rossini, Ponchielli's 
lesser-known chamber compositions 
reflect his remarkable command of 
operatic style and flair for vocal 
composition. 

orchestra pit and on stage. His operas from his first relative success 
in 1810 unti l 1823 were first performed in Italy. There fol lowed a period 

of success in Paris, leading to his final opera, Guillaume Tell, staged in Paris 
in 1829. The revolution of 1830 prevented the fulfilment of French roya l 

commissions fo r the theatre, but in his later life he continued to enjoy 
considerable esteem, both in Paris, where he spent much of his last years, and in his 

native Italy. There he spent the years from 1837 unti l 1855, before returning finally to 
France, where he died in 1868. Chamber-instrumental compositions by Rossini show his 

precocious command of Italian operatic style, here translated into instrumental terms. 
Although far less prolific than his operatic compositions, they demonstrate both the well-known 

wit of the composer as well as his continuing technical command of 
musical resources. 

On November 8, 1770, 
was appointed "violoncellist and composer to his Royal 
Highness, with the approval of His Majesty", to the service of 
Infante Don Luis, the younger brother of King Carlos Ill of 
Spain; this was the first time in which his two talents, as a 
performer and composer, had been recognised. For the first 
time, Boccherini enjoyed a substantial salary that secured the 
financial and social conditions he had long dreamt of. 
Beginning in 1771, he composed the first set of twelve 
quintets, for the (at that time) original combination of string 
quartet with a second cello. By the end of 1795, he would 
have composed 113 quintets for this same combination. The 

uintet titled "L'Uccelliera" (the "Bird Sanctuary" or 
"Aviary") is the sixth work of his Opus 11; this 

•on,,ocon·tc one of the very few instances in which 
•--i~---Rr.rrl,"rini composed actual programme music. It can 

assumed that Boccherini had the idea to describe 
gh music the aviaries in which Infante Don Luis 

housed his collection of birds. 

Niccolo Pa anini was born in Genoa 
on 27th October, 1782. His natural aptitude for the violin became apparent 
at an early age, and he had his first lessons on the instrument from his father, 
who was in the shipping trade but was an accomplished performer on the 
mandoline. No musician had more fantastic stories to his name, and certainly 
none took less trouble to refute them. Many people seriously believed that he 
had been convicted of murder and that he had taught himself to play vio li n 
on one string while eking out a prison sentence, and it was almost common 

knowledge that he was in league witn ;Pe aevil. Only a handful of 
Paganini's compositions were publ"stied during his lifetime; of those 

that were, the twenty-four Caprices, Op.1, which were probably 
inspired by the astonishing cadenza-like caprices in the twelve violin 

concertos that form Pietro Locatel li's I' Arte del Violino, are by far the most 
important. They appeared in 1820, and are still the supreme test of any 
virtuoso violin ist. They have exercised an extraordinary influence on later 
composers such as Schumann, Liszt, Brahms and Rachmaninov. 



made 
his debut as a pianist at 16. He studied composition in 
Barcelona with Felipe Pedrell, the father of Spanish nationalism 
in music. He studied piano in Paris in 1887. Returning to Barcelona in 
1889, he established himself as a pianist of the front rank, and his 12 Danzas 
espa- olas achieved great popularity. The first of his seven operas, Mar' a del 
Carmen, was produced in 1898. In 1900 Granados founded a short-lived classical
concerts society and his own piano school, which produced a number of 
distinguished players. His interest in the 18th century is reflected in his tonadillas, songs 
written "in the ancient style." He wrote extensively and fluently for the piano, in a somewhat 
diffuse, Romantic style. His masterpieces, the Goyescas (1911-13), are reflections on Francisco de Goya 's 
paintings and tapestries. They were adapted into an opera that received its premiere in New York City in 
1916. Returning home from this performance, Granados drowned when his ship, the Sussex, was torpedoed by 
a German submarine. 

Turina's Piano Trio No. 2, Op. 
76 is typical of his later works. On the surface, the Andalusian influence present in his earlier compositions is 
nowhere near as obviously stated here. In Turina's own words, the Second Trio was a work "with more classical 
atmosphere than the First Trio, without the popular elements." Despite this, it is not difficult to detect hints of 
Andalusian melodic influence and a more original and intricate structure than suggested by the composer, most 
notably in the seven contrasted sections of the third movement 

'Like American Jazz, the Argentine Tango was born in poor neighbourhoods, bars and brothels, the music of an urban underclass. In contrast 
to its contemporaries, Ragtime and early New Orleans Jazz, the Tango has always been associated with sex and violence. Borges' poem , The 
Tango, cowld be as apt an evocation of the "Gangsta Rap" of the 1990's as it is of the Tango of the 1890's. Its repute was such, that during 
its early days it was considered too lascivious to be performed by women in public. It was danced on street corners by male couples. So 
corrosive was its influence on society and morality that the Archbishop of Paris, in his January 1, 1914 address, threatened excommunication 
to those who succumbed. "We condemn the dance of foreign origin known as the Tango, which by its lascivious nature offends morality. 
Christians ought not in conscience to take rt in it There have been many Tango composers in its now century old tradition. Foremost among 

them was Astor 

ere Astor gained knowledge in both Classical Music and Jazz. His music outraged the Tango 
gent dissonance, and a worse offense: rhythmic flexibility. This condemnation by the old guard 

group Quintetto Nuevo Tango, founded in 1960, revived and revitalised the Tango.The Grand 
ins all the qualities of his Tangos: daring harmonies, spiky dissonance, pulsing rhythm and 

(slides up and down the fingerboard), strikes to the instrument, and wide mood swings. 
This is as wood rhapsody for cello and piano as was written by any composer, requiring a high degree of 

virtuosity by the players. Though played without pause, the work is comprised of three sections; the first 
rhythmically strident, lternating moods of violence and tenderness; the second, a lyrical melancholy song of 

simple texture, and the t fi ird a return to the rhythmic insistence of the first, with a wonderful bluesy part for 
piano, building m tempo and intensity to a grand climax. -Joseph Way 



~BHP 
Cannington 

6. t.eiito maestoso - Vivace, quasi movimento - Lento - Vivace 
Piers Lane, piano; Mihaela Martin, violin; Yehuda Hanani, ce llo 

~ eter Sculthorpe writes: " Ubirr is a large rocky outcrop in Kakadu National Park, in 
northern Australia. It houses some of the best and ~ed Aboriginal rock painting in the country. Many of the paintings have proven to be 
the earliest-known graphic expressions of the human race. They clear ly demonstrate a caring relationship w ith the environment, and the 
Aborigi nal belief that the land owns the people, not the people the land. The music of String Quartet No 12 is derived from my orchestra l work 
Earth Cry, w ritten in 1986. Like its progenitor, it asks us to attune ourselves to the planet, to listen to the cry of the earth as the Aborigi nes have 
done for many thousands of years. The work is a straightforward and melodious one. Its four parts are made up of quick, ritualistic music f ramed 
by slower music of a suppl icatory nature, and an extended coda. The slow music is accompanied by a didjeridu pitched to E, and the quick music 
by a second didjeridu pitched to C. The instrument represents the sound of nature, of the earth itself. " 

0 n March 26, 1828, Schubert's Piano Trio in E f lat major was th: principal attraction in a concert devoted entirely to the composer's works, 
the only such concert to take place during the composer's lifetime. Whether intentional or not, the date of this concert was a symbol ic one -
Beethoven had died exactly one year earlier, on March 26, 1827. During his ent ire life, Schubert fe lt placed in the shadow of the composer he 
most revered; at this point, Schubert was fina lly regarded as Vienna's foremost living composer. Although the autograph score of the B flat major 
Trio has never been found, not only do we have access to Schubert's final manuscript but also his working draft of the first three movements. The 
draft clearly shows how drastically Schubert rethought some of the work's initial details, nowhere more than in the second movement whose 
entire structure was changed so considerably as to make the second version almost unidentif iable. Apparently Schubert based the slow 
movement's opening theme on a Swedish fo lk song he had heard sung by the young tenor, lsak Berg. The composer's initia l draft of this 
movement shows that after the open ing theme, the order of material was subsequently reversed. The published version, which maintains the 
subdued atmosphere of the opening considerably longer, is far more effective. The movement's coda, in a slower tempo, contains the outli ne of 
the Swedish theme which opens the movement, played by the piano, over a chromatic backdrop from the pizzicato strings, as heartbreakingly 
touching a moment as anyone up to Schubert's time could have conceived. The fina le's length was of such "Brucknerian" proportions that even 
Schubert second-guessed his initial intentions. In his f ina l draft, he crossed out the exposition repeat but also indicated two very substantial cuts 
wh ich he intended to be observed. Th ree repeated ideas dominate the fina le- the principal theme, a contrasting second subject based on quick 
repetitions and a third subject with rapid semiquavers accompanied by a repetitive two note fi gure on the piano. The great innovation in the 
movement is the return of the slow movement's main theme within the finale's continuous rhythm. In no other work had Schubert ever 
incorporated a sim ilar use of the cycl ic form. Although this theme is elaborated upon in the middle of the movement the effect is even more 
ingenious when it again returns in the work's final moments. This time, the reappearance comes in the major, a transf iguration which appears to 
open the doors into another world . 

q he Sextet, Op. 37 of 1935, is one of Dohnanyi's final chamber works. From the mid-1920s and onwards, his activities as conductor, 
admin istrator, teacher and pianist prevented him from devoting any significant amount of time to composing. The Sextet was composed during 
recovery from a long illness, w hich more than accounts fo r the sombre moments in much of the work. Dohnanyi's compositions, certainly in the 
first half of his career, may be seen as fol lowing the tradition and language of Brahms yet much ca n also be attributed to continuing a Hungarian 
lineage establ ished by Liszt, as a composer, as a highly-skilled solo pianist and by selflessly promoting the works of his contemporaries. 
Dohnanyi's career dominated the musical li fe of Hungary for decades yet, ironi ca ll y, most of his work disappeared from the concert hall after his 
death . 

...Ll ntonin Dvorak's (1841 -1 904) prodigious composing ta lents did not appear at an early age, as was the case with Mozart, Schubert and 
l:'!ssohn. In fact, had he died at a similar age to these three, his name wou ld, very li kely, be all but forgotten today. Everybody is, and was, 
different; Verdi did not compose his greatest masterpiece, the Requiem, until he was 80 years old. Dvorak's " Dumky" Trio, Op. 90, was composed 
in 1890, at which time he was teaching in Prague. A "Dumka" translates into "elegy" or "lament". The Piano Trio consists of six Dumky, the first 
three movements, all in "sharp" keys, played w ithout pause (in principle, making up a f irst movement). The final three are each composed in 
"flat" keys and and function as a slow movement, scherzo and finale. The entire trio, with its deeply nationalistic character, was an innovation in 
relation to the t raditional concept if the piano trio. Although structura lly extremely unusual, the work is immediately accessible and certa inly one 
the most popular of piano trios ever composed. 



/JA ozart completed the String Quintet in G minor, K. 516 on May 16, 1787, working 
simu ltaneously on the Quintet and the opera ?an ~ov~ni. No other work of chamber music by Mozart has been discussed with as much 
"imagination" as the G minor; whether or not the assumptions are accurate is purely subjective. As Einstein wrote, "What takes place here can 
be compared perhaps on ly with the scene in the Garden of Gethsemane. The chalice with its bitter potion must be emptied, and the disciples 
sleep .. . Mozart concludes the exposit ion in the relative maJOr, but in the recapitulation returns inexorably to the minor. There is no escape." The 
Minuet precedes the slow movement, Einstein continues: "it says nothing else than: 'Not as I wi ll, but as Thou wilt.' In the Trio a ray of divine 
consolation falls from the clouds, but the return to the main section is of course inevitable. The Adagio ma non troppo is a prayer - the prayer of 
a lonely one surrounded on all sides by the wa lls of a deep chasm ... The final movement is introduced by a kind of darkly heroic cavatina of the 
first violin and then turns to G major, but it is the disconsolate major that Mozart utilises in so many of his last works." In the words of Enst Hess, 
a work "of melancholy, of depression and pessimism ... of sadness and hopeless tragedy, and then - in relation to the finale - of the overcoming 
of suffering by means of serenity". Whatever the real truth may be, most interpretations conclude that the work was written for Mozart's own 
needs - a confession and cleansing of the soul. 

q he French composer Eduard Lalo, of Spanish descent, was born in Lille and died in Paris . He began to study the viol in and cello at the 
Lille Conservatory but when his father refused to allow him to pursue a career as a professional musician he left home, at the age of 16, to study 
vio lin at the Paris Conservatory. While making his living as a vio linist and teacher, he began to compose. He is best known for his Symphonie 
Espagnole, a brilliant virtuosic, five movement violin concerto based entirely on Spanish themes and rhythms; the work, premiered by Sarasate in 
Paris in 1874, brought him international fame. The highly original Piano Trio No. 3, ful l of strong rhythmical invention, bursts of liveliness and 
sombre seriousness, Op. 26 was premiered in 1880. His background as a stri ng player is evident th roughout the published score of the work, 
carefully marking specific bowings and accentuations, a sti ll rare practice. The second movement is the "best" known part of the entire work. 
Lalo transcribed the movement for large symphony orchestra, reworking it into a 3/8 time signature, under the title Scherzo (1884) . 

. -. 

ranz Danzi was born in Mannheim in 1763 and devoted his creative life primarily to the operatic world, as a composer and conductor. 
fS. Weber, Danzi focused largely on the strengths of wind instruments, composing nine woodwind quintets and three quintets for piano 
and w inds. For the bassoon, he composed two concertos, a concertante for two bassoons and orchestra and three quartets fo r bassoon and 
string trio. The quartet to be heard at this festival is the third of three composed with the heading "composed and dedicated to Mr. Jaques 
Hartmann by Francois Danzi". Hartmann, likely, was an amateur bassoonist who owned a factory at Munster, near Colmar, and commissioned 
works for his own use. Over 100 works for this combination of instruments were composed around the turn of the century, works w hich have 
been made reference to but are long lost today. 
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C aries lves's A Symphony: New England Holidays, a collection of four highly evocative tone 
poems, was composed during the period 1902-13 but it appears the original version was initially 

conceived as a Sonata for Violin and Piano. When lves documented his Memos, he mentioned "A Set of pieces for orchestra called Holidays had 
its career from 1897 to 1913 ... These four together were called a symphony, and later just a set of pieces ... " lves was perpetual ly irritated by 
the unjustified comparisons by musical "experts" to the traditional symphony as known during the nineteenth century. Of the four "movements," 
the only Holiday completed in the violin and piano version is Decoration Day. The manuscript. labelled by lves "arranged for Violin & Piano from 
Orchestral Set," is heavily notated with pencil sketches indicating subsequent ideas of orchestration, clarifying the idea that the arrangement must 
have been done the other way round. In Washington's Birthday, on ly two pages in pencil-sketch exist, yet comparison of these with the complete 
orchestral score implies much of what the missing manuscript in the violin/piano version is likely to have contained . The Fifth Violin Sonata: New 
England Holidays (1909-11 ?) remains largely incomplete in comparison w ith its grown-up relative (the complete orchestral version lasts 
approximately 42 minutes in duration, compared with the 20 minute length of the Sonata) yet the musical substance of the Sonata allows it to 
stand on its own quite successfully, representing a welcome addition to the viol in literature w hile, relatively speaking, rema ining a virtua lly 
unknown work. 

A my Beach, born Amy Marcy Cheney (Mrs. H.H.A. Beach), is today regarded as the first accomplished American woman composer. More 
importantly, she is now referred to as one of the most important of American composers from the New England School, which counted Chadwick, 
Arthur Foote and John Knowles Paine as its most representative disciples. At the age of four, Amy Cheney was allowed to first touch the family's 
piano; she began to play simple tunes and harmonise them. It was not until the age of six that she was given lessons; her mother limited her 
practice time and would be denied access to the piano as punishment. She continued to be educated privately and when local professionals 
suggested training in Europe it was regarded as "out of the question". Amy began experimenting w ith composition, w ithout formal training, and 
was published for the first time at the age of 16. For the next 25 years everything she composed was published shortly after. As an outstanding 
pianist, every concert she played generated an unprecedented enthusiasm. At the age of 18, she married the known Boston surgeon, Dr. H.H.A. 
Beach ... slightly older than her father. As a result of social obligations, her activities as a pianist were limited to charity events although her 
husband encouraged her to pursue her composition. Her husband died in 1910, her mother in 1911. She subsequently pursued an active 
performing career, settling in New York in 1930. By the time of her death, in 1944, her music was considered old-fashioned. For some time, her 
work was forgotten, but today recordings have brought a second life to her output. The Piano Quintet was premiered in Boston, in 1908. 

G rainger's ong1nal t1tle for th1s short p1ece, Clog Dance, aptly charactenzes the mus1c - steady, metronomiC, JUSt a m1te clumpy, but like h1s 
Mock Morris, definitely "not for dancing " ! A friend suggested the title Handel in the Strand because he thought the music seemed to reflect both 
Handel [think: the accompaniment of the Hallelujah Chorus] and the Strand, the home of musical comedy in London . So, Grainger adopted the 
suggestion of William Gair Rathbone, the financier of refi ned cu ltura l tastes, w ho engaged him to perform at his elegant soirees. It might have 
been for one of Rathbone 's soi rees in 1911 that Grainger concocted this morsel, the second of the set of Room-Music Tit-Bits. In its original 
manifestation, its flexible scoring -for a trio of violin, cello [or vio la] and piano, or for piano quartet- suggests that Grainger may not have known 
who was to appear at this particular soiree. Later, in 1930, he arranged it for piano solo; later sti ll, in 1947, for 2 pianos four-hands. True to 
Grainger's goal to make his music as accessible to the widest possible market, there are also versions ranging from solo recorder, to brass band, 
to a version for large chamber ensemble, dished up for a Stokowski record ing session in 1953. 

Like the unfortunate Country Gardens, despite his insistence that listeners should think of English vegetable gardens with onions and turnips, 
Handel in the Strand has helped brand Percy Grainger as a charmingly gifted and quaint miniaturist, not as the towering, prescient absent 
fountainhead of Australian music we now acknowledge him to be. - Vincent Plush 



A a ron Copland's only example of writing for the traditional piano trio is his single 
movement Vitebsk (1928), and subtitled 'Study on a Jewish Theme'. The composer first encountered the folk song that propels the twelve-minute 
work in Ansky's The Dybbuk, at the time performing in New York by the touring Moscow Arts Theatre. The combination of Russian culture and 
Judaism were both close to Copland's heart, as a result of his being a first generation American of this ancestry. He later commented on the work's 
severe and rigid character as a result of the difficulties of Jewish life in Russia. In his biography, he discusses the frenetic and rhythmically jagged 

· " Hora" in the central section in the context of "Chagall-like grotesquerie". 

~e music of Erwin Schulhoff was all but forgotten until the vi:ist Gidon Kremer created a focus on his work at the Lockenhaus Festival 
in Austria during the mid-1980s. This was the first step in the renaissance of what was termed "degenerate music", music condemned and 
forb idden by the Nazis. Schulhoff was a prime target of th is Nazi ideology, not only because he was Jewish but also because he was an open 
communist and a Soviet citizen . Shortly after the German occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1939, his newly acquired Soviet status protected him 
from Nazi persecution for a short time, until the German invasion of Russia. Shortly after, he and his son were deported to the Wulzburg Fortress, 
where other prisoners were Polish and Czech Jewish citizens of other states; Schulhoff died there of tubercu losis August 28, 1942. The Sonata 
for Flute and Piano was composed after his first trip to Paris in 1927. The work was inspired by a friendship with the flautist Rene leRoy, director 
of the Societe des Instruments a Vent, for whom the Sonata and Double Concerto for Flute, Piano and Chamber Orchestra were composed. 
Schulhoff's style throughout his output is highly original but at the same time difficult to identify. Parallels in the first movement can easily be 
drawn with writings of Faure and Debussy, while the final two movements are clearly variants on Slavic dances. The Czech musicologist, Frantisek 
Bartos, has written that the Sonata was "influenced by Janacek in melody, in the second movement, by Stravinsky in rhythm, not on the heavy 
side in matters of thought, but filled with electrifying musical ity, of brilli ant technical and instrumental ease" . 

In Apri l 1910, Richard Strauss travelled to London for the London ,~~emiere of Elektra. At the home of a mutual friend, Percy Grainger and his 
mother Rose met the great German composer-conductor, whose music Grainger already knew well. Charmed by each other, Grainger may have 
shown Strauss some of his music. The following year Strauss conducted some of Grainger's music in Germany, the first German conductor to do 
so. Grainger attended the London performances of Salome and Der Rosenkavalier. During the War, when Strauss's music was roundly derided by 
many bellwether critics, Grainger became its ardent champion. A comment he made around this time is very revealing: " ... nothing can come to 
pass without a pinch of vulgarity ... Richard Strauss is a greater, grander genius than Maurice Ravel because he has so amply the vulgarity that Ravel 
lacks." Sometime before 1920, Grainger began work on one of his strange 'rambles' for solo piano, based on the final love duet from Der 
Rosenkavalier. [Tchaikovsky and Gershwin, amongst others, were to receive similar treatment.] By 1928 a complete score, around 7 minutes in 
duration, had been published and began to appear in Grainger's own solo piano recitals. Grainger employed the English term 'Rose-Bearer' rather 
than its German title, 'Rosenkavalier'. Perhaps, by the time he came to complete his luxurious 'ramble', he could not bear to use that charged 
word 'Rose'. On April 29, 1922, Rose Grainger had flung herself from the 18th floor of the Aeolian Building in New York City. Grainger was now 
on his own.- Vincent Plush 

Krol Szymanowski was born October 6, 1882 in the Ukrainian town of Tymoszowka, at the time a part of Poland. The only works of 
chamber music composed in his lifetime are a piano trio, which the composer later deleted from his cata logued output, and two string quartets. 
In 1926, by which time his works had gained a notable following at home and abroad, he was offered the directorship of the Warsaw 
Conservatory with the hope that his international travels and experiences would help raise the level of Polish musical training to a western level. 
During the next two years he was an active propagandist for general musical standards in his country, requiring energy wh ich was taking its toll 
in his suffering from the early stages of tuberculosis. The String Quartet No. 2, Op. 56 was composed for a competition of new works under the 
auspices of the Musical Fund Society in Philadelphia but was premiered by the Warsaw String Quartet on March 14, 1929 in the concert hall of 
the Warsaw Conservatory. Unlike in the composer's First String Quartet, there is a far greater emphasis on the incorporation of folk music 
throughout the work, Szymanowski being especially attracted to music of the Tatrai mountain region after his first visit to Zakopane. 



Noriko Ogawa, plano: Paul Rosenthal, violin 
Yvette Goodchild, viola; Nathan Waks, cello 

L ike so many other composers, the musical output of Francis Poulenc was largely chamber 
music, however, unlike the majority of these, Poulenc was pecu liarly inclined to writing for various combinations of wind instruments and piano 
with only his Violin Sonata and Cello Sonata going beyond that area. The brilliant wit, "jagged" corners and an emphasis on short, but flashy, 
fragments rather than long, sweeping lines seemed to be much more suited to the nature of the various wind instruments, always partnered by 
piano. Each of Poulenc's late sonatas was a recipient of the composer's customary dedications, in each case to a recently deceased friend. The Flute 
Sonata is in tribute to the great American benefactor of chamber music, Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge (d. 1953). Despite the giocoso character in the 
fina le, there comes a melancholic interruption, a nostalgic reminiscence from the first movement. The next posthumous recipient was Poulenc's old 
friend, Arthur Honegger (d. 1955) in the Clarinet Sonata. Poulenc's final major work was his Oboe Sonata, dedicated "to the memory of Serge 
Prokofiev" (d. 1953). The work, its dedication and Poulenc's life all have come to a lamenting conclusion, evaporating into a resigned stillness. 

G yorgy Ligeti was not only the most progressive native Hunganan composer after the death of Bartok but also one of Europe's true icons 
of modernism in the second ha lf of the twentieth century. He composed his First String Quartet in 1953-54 while teaching in the Liszt Academy 
in Budapest. Although completed in 1954, Ligeti kept the work from receiving its premiere until he left his native Hungary, after the Soviet 
destruction of the Hungarian uprising; the quartet received its world premiere in Vienna on May 8, 1958. Although the work would certainly 
have been met with official criticism in Ligeti's homeland, most aspects of the Quartet's language wou ld have seemed "tame" by West European 
standards at the time. One must not forget that recordings of contemporary music, in the 1950s, would have been virtually impossible to access 
in Hungary while the most "modern" quartet scores Ligeti ever would have seen wou ld have been those by his countryman, Bela Bartok. The 
influence of Bartok is evident throughout the entire work- irregular metres and phrase lengths, "Bartok pizzicatos" and percussive effects from 
each instrument are but a few of the devices Bartok standardised. 

P eggy Glanvi lle-Hicks led a richly cosmopolitan life in England, t: USA and Greece before returning to Australia in 1975. In the USA, she is 
remembered for her ardent enthusiasm for the iconoclasts of American music, as critic and concert organiser, perhaps more so than for her own 
music. By 1946, she had been living in New York City for a few years, recovering from a failed marriage and cobbling together a freelance 
existence as copyist and commentator, before testing the Neoclassic waters w ith this three movement piece ca lled Concertina da Camera. Scored 
for the francophile combination of flute, clarinet, bassoon and piano, it was premiered at the ISCM Festival in Amsterdam in June 1948. Four 
months later, it helped launch her in New York at a Composers' Forum Concert. Commentators noted its French demeanour, particularly the 
Poulenc resonances. They praised its "great adeptness, even adroitness", whilst remarking that it sounded "neat, lightweight, [though] yearning 
for a few good tunes". Recorded for Columbia in 1955, it was published by L'oiseau lyre in 1950. "PGH", as she was un iversa lly known, was 
immensely proud of this score. Until her death, it retained pride of place on the piano in her Paddington living room, a testimony to her own sense 
of elegance, wit and proportion.- Vincent Plush 

v ry few would regard Bohuslav Martinu as other than "a tw:ieth century Czech composer" yet it is often overlooked that his primary 
activities as a composer took place in Paris and the United States. After a brief period of study with Josef Suk, he moved to Paris, in 1923, to study 
w ith Albert Roussel and it was there, not in Prague, that Martinu began composing the fi rst works on which his reputation is based. He continued 
to compose for the Czech theatre, but became increasingly identified with the contemporary and progressive atmosphere of Paris in the 1920s and 
1930s. When the Germans invaded Paris in 1941, Martinu f led to the United States, thus making his Piano Quartet one of his earliest "American" 
compositions. It was premiered at the Berkshire Music Center, Tanglewood in August of 1942, shortly before he took up a position as professor of 
composition there. The Piano Quartet represents his first and on ly work for this combination of instruments. Rather than constituting four 
independent voices, the three string instruments more often than not are presented as a unit in opposition to the piano. While the string writing 
is technica lly active and complex, the piano often "swims" above this with much syncopated and percussive writing. This style is very simi lar to his 
"Double Concerto", his Concerto for Two String Orchestras, Piano and Tympani, which received its highly successful premiere in Boston only several 
months earlier. The second movement is exceptional as the piano is, for the most part, abandoned with on ly an extended solo passage in the middle 
of the movement. The beginning of the finale hints at a possible Czech folk-tune but instead of in the typical dance character more of a character, 
of inward nostalgia. The regular syncopations later in the movement may suggest references to dance rhythms or, possibly, the mock-folksong 
settings of Czech folk poetry that Martinu had completed in his New Spalicek only just before beginning work on the Piano Quartet. 



~is lively sonata was dedicated to the composer's father, John Corigliano Sr., who was for 
many years concertmaster of the New York Philharmonic. This work won the 1964 Spoleto Festival Competition for Chamber Music and was first 
performed by Yoko Matsuda and Charles Wadsworth in Spoleto, Ita ly that same year. In four va ried movements, Corigliano explores what can be 
developed out of a si mple interval of a second (both major and minor) and its inversion, the seventh . The brilliant first movement launches the 
sonata into a frenzy of manic energy with unexpected turns of character and leaps of register, ending w ith an odd pizzicato last note. A beautiful 
lyric melody is woven out of the initial half-step motive in the second movement, which has some of the most soaring romanticism found in the 
twentieth century viol in literature. The dark and somber third movement, marked " broodingly" in the score, features the vio lin in an extended, 
dramatic cadenza towards the end. The light-hearted fourth movement is a virtuosic tour de force for both vio lin and piano. The boisterous 
opening theme gives way to yapping chromatic eighths, and then to skittish ru ns of sixteenths in the violin, wh ich are then joined by the piano 
in parallel major thirds. Sections of melodic poignancy are interspersed with the faster sections, and after a brief reca ll of the opening theme of 
the f irst movement, the sonata comes to a frenetic close on a minor second. 

/ n 1960, Richard Meale t ravelled to the USA and Europe for 14 m:ths on a Ford Foundation grant. In Los Angeles, he played in gamelans at 
UCLA. In France he was struck by the muscular, ka leidoscopic music of Messiaen, Barraque and Boulez, which he espoused as a pianist, ABC 
concert-p lanner and broadcaster and, later, as a composit ion teacher at the University of Adelaide. Spending several weeks in Spain, he was struck 
by the sim ilari t ies of the countryside to the Australian landscape, its searing light and angular topography, its striking soundscape of birdcalls and 
churchbells heard near and from afar. Most of all, he was mesmerised by the duende, that magical potion of mystery, dream and reality that fuelled 
the imagination of Lorca, whose truncated life and smouldering poetry he would memorialise in the double string orchestra composition, Homage 
to Garcia Lorca [1964]. Returning to Sydney, Meale immediately set to writing a new piece for flute, horn, vio lin and piano. In both a literal and 
symbolic sense, Las alboradas was indeed "a morning love-song", marking a new dawn in Meale's impassioned creativity. Following its premier at 
an ISCM concert, with Meale conducting an ensemble which included Nigel Butterley as pianist, it was immediately recorded by the ABC and 
released in 1966 on a World Record Club LP. It was published by Boosey & Hawkes, London, in 1970. Formally, the piece is in three sections, two 
outlying Lento movements enclosing a central Moderato. A lone pilgrim in the form of a plaintive flute solo, identical in the outer movements, 
announces the extraord inary paths to be followed in a score which was, in its day, 40 years ago, regarded as "the most historica lly important 
chamber essay in Austra lian music". - Vincent Plush 

R • 
ain Tree Sketch and Rain Tree Sketch II were inspired by 1994 Nobel Pnze W 1nner Kenzaburo Oe's senes of short stones w 1th the same t1tle . 

The rain t ree 's small leaves store the falli ng rain and continue to spread the water well after the rain has stopped. "What an ingen ious tree, isn't 
it?" The Rain Tree Sketches are the most rhythmic of Ta kemitsu's piano works, featu ring almost minimalistic sections with lilting, irregu lar yet 
dance-like rhythms. Rain Tree Sketch was dedicated to Maurice Fleuret and premiered by Kazuoki Fuji i in 1993. Rain Tree Sketch II features rather 
limited thematic material. It consists of two major sections: the rhytmic introduction -Celestial ly Light, followed by a Debussy - li ke melodic section 
interrupted by the chordal refrain. A shortened version of t he first section then concludes Takemitsu's last piano piece. 

A • 
large number of Takemitsu's orchestral compositions include concerted instruments, singly or in groups. Quatrain (1975), a single

movement work commissioned by the Tokyo FM Broadcasting Company, sets a quartet of clarinet, viol in, 'cello, and piano against the background 
of a large orchestra . The title is meant to convey the work's notion of "fourness": the four soloists, the building of sections of groups of four bars, 
and the nature of its generating pitch intervals. From the beginning, a basic dichotomy is apparent: the orchestra has principally chordal textures, 
the soloists play lines that are more melodic in character. In a dreamy, impressionistic atmosphere, the music unfolds in a measured and poetic 
manner. The formal shaping leads through a series of intermediate high points to a blazing, revelatory close. 



Daniel Silver, clarinet; Paul Rosenthal, vio lin; 

Rainer Moog, vio la; Nathan Waks, ce llo 

P eter Sculthorpe writes: "Since the late eighties I have written a series of works inspired by the 
music of Austra lia's north and beyond . Some of these works have melodic material in common, the 

contours of each line usually being transformed in some way, both within pieces and in successive pieces. I have come to regard these melodies 
as 'song lines' or 'dreaming tracks ' . These are names used to describe the labyrinth of invisible pathways that, according to Aboriginal belief, are 
created by the totemic ancestors of all species as the sing the world into existence. Dream Tracks, then, sets out to summon up the spirit of a 
northern Australian landscape. The work is in four sections. The first section takes as its point of departure the contours of a Torres Strait Island 
children's song. This serves as an introduction to the second section, which is based on an Aboriginal chant Djilile, or whistling-duck on a billabong. 
The third section is an extension of the first, its melodic contours also appearing in the fourth section. In this final section, however, Djilile is ever
present, both in a much-transformed guise and in its original form." This work was commissioned by the Verdehr Trio, with funds from Michigan 
State University. 

L arry Sitsky writes: "My work for violin and piano, Omnia Exeunt in Mysterium, was written in 1995 and dedicated to Oleh Krysa and his wife Tatiana 
Tchekina. It is, effectively, in the general form of a sonata, with each of the four movements concluding with a quotation from the Tao The Ching . 

.. . Something there is, whose veiled creation was before the earth or sky began to be .. 

.. . the Way eternal has no name .. 
iii. .. .Attain the climax of emptiness, preserve the utmost quiet .. . 
iv. .. . the Way is everlasting, not endangered by physical death .. 

If the second movement can be seen as a kind of Scherzo- in mood, rather than in form, with a turbulent central section and the beginning and 
end soft, then one could similarly assign a slow movement function to the third movement. The first and last movements are more in the nature 
of being complementary to each other, the first rising from a misty beginning to a vigorous ending, whilst the last reverses this process, with the 
piece ending in an atmosphere simi lar to the start of the whole work. The quotes from the Tao are more enigmatic and cannot be explained by 
simple programmatic references; perhaps they should be thought of as poetic springboards for the music. When this work was composed, the 
end of the Soviet era was at hand, and there was the beginning of free traffic with Soviet musicians. For me, meeting and playing with such as 
Oleh Krysa (and others, both here and in Russia) took me back to my roots, rediscovering the Slavonic temperament with all its 'over the top' 
implications. It was a liberating experience and this work is one of the fruits of that experience." 

Born in Rochester, New York, Alec Wilder is perhaps best known .as a writer of popular songs and as the author of American Popular Song: 
The Great Innovators 1900-50. His own hits- While We're Young and I' ll be Around -were made popular by such great singers as Mabel Mercer 
and Frank Sinatra. Wilder also worked as a writer and arranger for Benny Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey, Judy Garland and others. In the late 1930s he 
experimented with jazz compositions for unusual ensembles including woodwind and harpsichord. After 1945, Wi lder began to develop his own 
compositional style influenced by jazz, and by 1954 his compositions written for chamber ensemble, such as this Suite, became his primary output. 

Paul Schoenfield is a composer whose works appear on concerts of~~amber music and programs of The Cleveland Orchestra, Detroit Symphony 
and St. Paul Chamber Orchestra and elsewhere in the United States with growing frequency. A modest man, he has chosen to compose without 
associations with publishers, relying on the performing activities of his friends and colleagues, many being the foremost exponents of their craft. Four 
Souvenirs is a piano/violin duo. The movements are Samba, Tango, Tin Pan Alley and Square Dance. Music reminiscent of the 20s/30s, 2 South American 
and 2 North American pieces. Schoenfield often likes to capture the essence of folk or popular music and turn it into frenetic, virtuosic classical works. 

K ysztof Penderecki has undoubted ly been one of the most influen:l musical figures in the second half of the 20th Century. His first successes 
came relatively late, in 1959, at the age of 26, when he entered three compositions in a major Polish competition and won three top prizes. 
Subsequently, he abandoned traditional Western forms and developed a very personal and immediately accessible musical language based on 
colouristic and dramatic masses of sound. The combination of these techniques with the use of historical and religious subjects, including the 
Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima and the St. Luke Passion served as a catalyst for his earliest successes with the international public. During the 
past decade, Penderecki's increasing interest in traditional melodic expression and clearer tonal reference brought a return to composing in the long
standing classical mediums such as chamber music, concertos and symphonies. Penderecki regards the Clarinet Quartet of 1993, inspired by 
Schubert's String Quintet (1828), as one of his most significant works. 



~ike the "'ditioo we h"e become "'""omed to tod,y, thece w,; ' tceod, 
established by Mozart, to compose instrumental sonatas in the manner of "sonata for keyboard with the accompaniment of ... ". Beethoven's 
earliest violin sonatas (those labelled as Opus 12) were composed as "Three sonatas for the harpsichord or fortepiano, with a violin". Beethoven 
composed his 10 "violin sonatas" in the span of 15 years, during the period 1797-1812. The Op. 12 and Op. 30 consist of three sonatas each. Op. 
12 was composed in the short period of one year, 1797-8, and was dedicated to Salieri, one of Beethoven's early teachers and one of Vienna's most 
important musical figures. The three sonatas making up Op. 30 were composed in 1802.The title-page of the three sonatas still suggests, in 
Beethoven's mind, a secondary function for the violin in the title "Three Sonatas for the Pianoforte with the accompaniment of a Violin". Op. 30 
was dedicated to Emperor Alexander I of Russia, though there was no immediate benefit to Beethoven from the gesture, not until the Empress 
acknowledged her gratitude for the dedication of his Op. 89, a short polonaise; she awarded Beethoven a symbolic 100 ducats for the earlier 
dedication. The Violin Sonata in C minor Op. 30 No. 2 is the most substantial sonata of the set of three. Other than the single sonatas of Op. 24 
and 96, it is the only of the 10 sonatas to be composed in four movements. 

ffi eeth""' "" cello '""" wece mmpmed "" 'moch gce,tec peciod th" the 'iolio ~'""· tho; m'kiog them mme 
representative of his overall output. The first two cello sonatas make up his Op. 5 and they constitute the first two works in the entire repertoire 
of significance for the combination. The Sonata No. 2 in G minor follows the same structural pattern as the first: in two movements, with the 
first beginning with a slow introduction and the second movement a fast rondo. Despite Beethoven's title for the work it is clear from the 
beginning that he was changing the concept of the sonata for the entire future putting the cello in an equal role to the dialogue established by 
the piano. 
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~clcg the ''"' two '"''" of the twectleth cectc~. Rebece< Cl<eke w« wldel) 
regarded as one of the finest and most active violists. She was an active chamber musician, her colleagues including Artur Schnabel, Pablo Casals, 
Artur Rubinstein and Percy Grainger. She was born in England in 1886 and began studying the violin at the age of eight; in 1 902 , she was enrolled 
as a violinist at the Royal Academy of Music. Shortly after, she began composing short songs very much in the style of Brahms. Her father abruptly 
withdrew her from the academy in the middle of her third year after her harmony teacher suddenly proposed marriage. It was during this "crisis" 
that her composition became the priority. Very soon after, she began her studies with Sir Charles Stanford at the Royal College of Music. Stanford, 
one of the most important figures in this golden period in British music, was a known composer and a successful teacher whose students included 
Vaughan Williams, Holst, Ireland and Bridge; Clarke was Stanford's first female student. Stanford encouraged her to play in the college orchestra, 
and to change to the viola, a change she never regretted. Her performing career was active and successful, as a member of several leading 
quartets and as a soloist, playing throughout Britain. She regularly travelled to the United States and between 1916 and 1923 and was a regular 
participant in Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge's chamber music festivals in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. She composed the Viola Sonata in 1919 for the 
Coolidge Competition. It was the most elaborate work she had ever attempted and established her reputation when it tied with Ernest Bloch's 
Suite for viola and piano at that competition. The jury of the competition was deadlocked until Mrs. Coolidge cast the deciding vote in favour of 
Bloch . In accordance with the competition's rules, only the name of the winning composer was to be known, yet the jury demanded to know the 
name of the runner-up. The winning piece, members of the jury stated, was the work of a philosopher and the other that of a poet. As Mrs. 
Coolidge stated, "And you should have seen their faces when they saw it was by a woman!" 

QS2'/',hocgh cot <emcdlcg to pl,c, ;, It po~lble th<t Hectm Bed;,·, H'mld lc ltoly - Symphocy lc focc P'rt' with ' ~lo 'lol' bee, me 
the virtuoso piece Paganini had dreamt of only after Franz Liszt made the ferociously demanding transcription of the orchestral part for solo piano? 
Certainly, it did, except for the fact that Paganini, after the rapturous reception to the Symphonie Fantastique, had asked Berlioz to compose a 
work to feature both Paganini and the wonderful viola by Stradivarius he had just acquired. Upon seeing the first draft of the work, Paganini 
informed Berlioz "That's not what I want. I have to remain silent for too long; I must be playing all the time!" Although Paganini eventually 
became a great admirer of the work, he never performed it in public. As Berlioz described it, the work is more a symphony than a concerto, yet 
a work which all the most accomplished solo violists have had a regular association with, both in public and on record. Franz Lizst, for his purposes 
as one of the greatest virtuoso pianists of the nineteenth century, was never afraid to take great orchestral works and transcribe them for his own 
use. By taking one of the great romantic symphonies, as he did with Harold, we have as technically complex tour de force as anything Liszt 
composed for the piano. 
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~de Debc"y'; Violio Sooo~. hi; l"t completed wmk, w" compilied io 1917. At thi; 
time, his illness with cancer was quite advanced while the entire world was in upheaval as a resu lt of the First World War. For quite some t ime, 
musicologists and critics were quick to dismiss the works of Debussy's final years . They were often regarded as unrepresentative examples of a 
great composer who had lost all his creative tools, resulting in being structura lly shortchanged (as a result of their relatively short duration) and a 
lack of imagination (the movements are linked thematically). From another point of view, the sonata's impressionistic language req uires a deep 
musica l understanding and a first-class technique from the violinist. Al l the technical "tricks" which were standard fare for the display pieces of 
the nineteenth century are translated by Debussy into an excel lent example of his impression istic writing and a sonata held in the highest regard 
by performers and listeners ali ke. 

~mille Soiot-5''"' WO> born io PO<i; oo Octobec 9, 1835. A; o ohild p<odigy, he be9'" to P"fmm pcblidy oo the pi'"o befme the '9e 
of five. A student of organ and composition at the Paris Conservatoire, he won Second Prize in organ in 1849 and First Prize in 1851. Saint-Saens 
competed for the Grand Prix de Rome in 1852 and 1864, but failed to win either time. However, he was awarded First Prizes for his compositions 
by other organizations in 1852 and 1867. Between 1858 and 1877, Saint-Saens was organist at the cathedral of the Madeleine, and from 1861 
to 1865, he taught piano at the Ecole Niedermeyer, where Messager and Faure were his students. In 1871, he was one of the founders of the 
Societe Nationale de Musique, established for the encouragement of French composers . He was also awarded the cross of the Leg ion d'honneur 
(the highest rank) and elected to the lnstitut de France. Saint-Saens numerous worked include operas, incidental music, orchestral works and 
essays on music. Among his compositions, Carnaval des Animaux (1886) is perhaps the best known. Other woodwind pieces include a sonata for 
oboe (Op. 166) and one for clarinet (Op. 167). Saint-Saens wrote the Sonata for bassoon and piano in 1921, when he was 85. It has become a 
standard work in the repertoire and is most widely known concours solo for bassoon. The first movement, an Al legretto moderato, is quite 
romantic in style. It opens in G major with broken-chord accompaniment figures and long, flowing li nes for the bassoon. The allegro scherzando 
is the great contrast to the two outer movements, with its nineteenth-century type vi rtuosic brilliance. The th ird movement consists of two 
sections: an expressive Adagio that reflects Baroque style with its quasi-ornamental figuration, and a march-l ike Al legro moderato that serves as 
a formal conclusion to the last movement and the work as a w hole. (Fletcher - The Paris Conservatoire and the Contest Solo for Bassoon) 

~ ,,,., Sooot' fm Violio '"d Cello of t 922 i; dedi~ted to the memo~ of Debc"y Deb""'· io the lot" ;t,ge; of hi; life, w" niti~l 
of the expressive excesses of the Romantic period, his final works being composed with a classicism from an earlier age. Ravel, in this sonata, 
went even further. The harmonic language is w ithdrawn from impression ism, and the work is composed in an almost simplistic manner in wh ich 
melody predominates above all. Unlike his other works high lighting stringed instruments, Ravel appears to ignore the specific characteristics of 
the two instruments, which, much of the time, are simu ltaneously active in the same registers. In the work's very opening, the stage is set for 
much of w hat is to fo llow, w ith a melodic line which revolves around several notes. The dramatic contrasts w hich we usually expect from Ravel 
are not to be found. 

c:;;;;bciel Pieme,' highly cegO<ded Fceoch compo;ec omoog hi; cocot~meo bet cocely eococot"ed oo the iotemotioool coocert->t,ge, ~t~!ied at the Paris Conservatory (187 1-82), as an organist with Cesar Franck and composition with Jules Massenet. He distinguished 
himself at an early age by w inning several prizes while at the Conservatory- first prizes in piano (1879), counterpoint and fugue (1881) and organ 
(1882) He was awarded the Grand Prix de Rome in 1882 for his cantata "Edith " and succeeded Cesar Franck as organist at St. Clotilde in 1890, 
where he remained until 1898. He was appointed assistant conductor (1903-1 0) and conductor (191 0-34) of the "Concerts Colonne' and was 
elected a member of the Academie des Beaux-Arts in 1925. He is today a largely forgotten and underrated composer, his works showing a great 
gift of warmth and charm. 
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(::::!7 ~ederick and Jelka Delius f led Grez-sur-Loing in 1915 before the advancing Germans, 
eventual ly reaching London where they lived for three years. There they met May and Beatrice 
Harrison, two young British artists who became noted virtuoso performers - a violinist and ce llist 
respectively, and Deli us wrote sonatas and concerti for them. The Cello Sonata, written in 1916 for 
Beatrice Harrison and first performed by her in 1918, is cast in one movement with three sections 
- Al legro ma non troppo; Lento, molto tranquillo; Tempo prima. It is very much a showpiece for 
the cello, having scarcely a pause anywhere, with a slow midd le section contrasting with the flow 

of rhapsodic melody in the outer parts. The work opens w ith a big sweep of cel lo melody wh ich provides the material for much of the piece, followed 
short ly by the piano's on ly solo in this work, a six-bar ph rase in octaves. The work moves along with a feeling of continuing evolution, into a slow 
middle section w hich is followed by a recapitulation of the opening pages. The sonata ends w ith a device Delius seldom used - a triumphant coda. 

~illi'm W'ltoo (1902-1983) w,; ooe of Eogl<ad'' pce-emioeot m mpo"o of the tweotieth ""'"~- Hi' o"h"'"' wmk,, "'"''"' the 
concertos and symphonies, appear on today's programs with a frequency wh ich is a clear indication of the respect and admiration in which his output 
is held. His chamber music output was t iny in relation to his numerous orchestral and choral works. The Violin Sonata was composed in 1947-49 for 
Yehudi Menuhin and his pianist, Louis Kentner ... but dedicated to their w ives, Diana and Griselda. In a 1969 letter to his friend, the pianist Angus 
Morrison, Walton wrote, "Odd that you should feel it to be a spontaneous work as it was w ritten at various times, and came about by my meeting 
Diana in the tra in in Switzerland and getting her to commission the Sonata for 2,000 Swiss francs of which I was in great need at the time owing to the 
restri ctions ... Between the beginning and the end of working at it, a great dea l happened and work was very sporadic. Alice died and I went to Buenos 
Aires and married Sue, and completed it in London on our return, so it's surprising that the piece has any continuity at all ". The Sonata was premiered in 
Zurich in September of 1949, w ith Menuhin and Kentner. Walton made a number of revisions immediately after, and the revised and current version 
premiered in London in February of 1950. 

~0/ . 
(:::::!./ he fol lowing notes were written by Benjamin Britten and appear as the introduction to the published score of the Gemini Variations: 'When 
in Budapest in the Spring of 1964 at a Music Club meeting for ch ildren, I was very taken by the musical gifts of two twelve-year-old twins. Each played 
the piano, one the flute and the other the violi n; they sang, sight-read and answered difficult musical questions. It turned out that they were the sons 
of one of Budapest's most disti nguished flute players. At the end of the meeting they approached me and charmingly, if forcefully, asked me to write 
them a work. Though I claimed that I was too busy, my refusal was brushed aside; however, I insisted on one small bargaining point; I wou ld do it only 
if they would write me a long letter telling me all about themselves, their work and their play- in English. I felt safe. After a week or two, however, 
the letter arrived, in vivid and idiosyncratic English, and I felt I must honour my promise. The boys came to the Aldeburgh Festival to give the first 
performance of Gemini Variations on June 19th, 1965, and subsequently played it in London (recording it for Decca), Brussels, Budapest and all over 
Hungary. I realise that some musicians who w ish to play the work may not be quite so versati le as these twins, and have prepared a version of it for 
four players, w ith extra ad lib. passages for the flute and violin so that they shou ld not become bored by long wa its." - Benjamin Britten 

Other Festival Events ~BHP 
Cannington 

The Winter School and Masterclasses are a wonderful opportunity for tertiary level music students to experience invaluable 
coaching from many of the world's most acclaimed musicians. Under the tutelage of the Festival's esteemed artists, students 
participate in daily classes for solo and chamber music repertoire. 

The BHP Winter School is a series of public masterclasses and concerts held at Perc Tucker Regional Gallery. These classes 
present a fantastic opportunity for the general public to experience musical education at the highest level. 
Wednesday 4th July 3pm; Thursday 5th July 11 am and 3pm; Monday 9th July 11 am; Wednesday 11 July 11 am- featuring 
the winners of the Melbourne International Chamber Music Competition 

Strand Sunset Serenades, sponsored by the Townsville City Council, will be two free twilight concerts held on Townsville's 
redeveloped Strand. The concerts will take place on Saturday 7th and Sunday 11th from 3.30pm and will feature 
professional local musicians and leading Masterclass students. 
Further information about any of these free concerts is available by phoning (07) 4771 4135 



















Thank You 
Our sincere thanks to all our donors and volunteers who have contributed their valuable time and resources to ensure the success 
of the 2001 Australian Festival of Chamber Music. 

CLUB 500 Tonnoirs Antiquarian Books Catherine Rule Joyce Miller 
Roberts Nehmer McKee and Fine Arts Heather Laurie Maureen Holdcroft 
Amcal North Ward Townsville Civic Theatre Avis Barlow L Arnold 
Osborne Mine Vucak family Don Able & Jennifer Treloar Geoff Plante ' 
EMU Sportswear Elizabeth Grey Scott & Stacey Morrison Fay Barker 

lan & Beverley Harris Paul Martinez R Thyer 
FESTIVAL FRIENDS Susan Linge Ms Unkles J Campbell 
Aitkenvale Dry Cleaners The Hon Senator lan Mr Curriston F Santalucia 
Blades Studio for Hair MacDonald Brooke Barker Ladis Pty Ltd 
Chris Boyle's Payless Chemist Margaret & Ralph Martin G Gilmore John & Megan Croese 
Dollar Hair Barbara Murphy Mr Cannon & McCullin Timothy Walker 
Dymocks Clare Henry Mr Goice Rebecca Windsor 
Eyre St Buchery and Gourmet Susan Roberts David Mather Richard Power 
Sausage Shop Graeme Stead Linsey Plante Therese Duff 
Flinders Gallery Francis Thomson Keith Brazier David Fishel 
George Coates Training Louise de Jersey Ann Bunnell Cameron Williams 
Restaurant Timothy de Jersey A & K Jaumees Herman Soenario 
House (at Castletown) M Horan & C Wallace John & Erica Veevers Elizabeth Pearse 
Jan Giffin Beauty Room Bob Jones Norma Hawkins David Pearse 
Jean-Pierre Patisserie Barbara Douglas Phil Robin Janice Kent-McKenzie 
Jools Interiors Michael Hegerty G & D Roberts Sally Thompson 
Kenny's Cardiology Dr Hood loana & Bruce Bowden Jenny Wood 
Porters Liquor Shop Mr & Mrs Alton Rowe Anne Carter Caryle Frost 
Mr and Mrs Joe Pulvirenti, David & Carol Rice Don Gallagher Clive Parsons 
Software Today Isabella Cannon C & N Vasilescu John Lyons 



PERC TUCKER REGIONAL GALLERY 

Federation 
Australian Art and Society 1901-2001 
A Nationa l Gallery of A ustra lia Travelling Exhibition 

W.B.MciNNES, 
Miss Collins, 1924 

Don/t miss this sensational exhibition 
at its only Queensland venue. 

22 June - 5 August 

2000, 1999 Amex Express Townsville Best Restaurant 

• Upstairs Fully Licensed Restaurant 
• Restaurant of the Year 1999 
• Air Conditioning & Balcony Dining 
• Modern International Cuisine 

Perc Tucker Regional Gallery 
Flinders Mall, Townsvil le 
Phone D7 4727 9D11 
Opening Hours 

• Group Booking, Private Functions & Weddings 
• Street Level Cafe and Wine Bar 
• Fully Licensed Cafe 

Mon - Fri 1 Dam to Spm 
Sat & Sun 1 Dam to 2pm 

Major sponsor in Townsville, BHP Cannington 

.BHP •= :oo{.~· PERC•TUCKER 
Cannington ~ IIQI, REGIONAL • GALLERY , • Pre and Post Performance meals and snacks 

209 Flinders St East, Townsville 

BARRIER REEF 
Institute of T AFE 

~ustralian~ 
urExpress~ 

Reservations 4 7 21 4 6 3 Q 

SECURE 
Your 
FUTURE 
With TAFE 
ENROL NOW! 1300 1300 84 

r.reef@detir.qld.gov.au 

I Bowen I Burdekin I Cannonvale I Charters Towers 
Ingham Palm Island Pimlico Townsville City 

POSTAL ADDRESS: PMB 1 TOWNSVILLE MC QUEENSLAND 4810 
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PRINTCRAFT 

rintcraft is proud to be associated with the Australian Festival of Chamber Music. 

Based in Brisbane, Printcraft is a leading Queensland company and supplier of pre

press and print services to companies and institutions in Townsville, Cairns and through

out the region. 

Next time you're planning an outstanding publication, whether it be an annual report 

or marketing and promotional material, call our North Queensland representative, 

Col McKenzie, on 07 3852 1444 or mobile 0404 845 116. 

35-41 Robertson St Fortitude Valley Qld 4006 
ph: 07 3852 1444 
fax: 07 3252 5548 
email: sales@printcraft.com.au 

N N 

Tow n svi ll e 

Freecall 1800 809 5 I 5 
143Wills Street, Townsville Qld 4810 

Ph (07) 4771 6048 Fax (07) 4721 5076 
Email cityoasis@t 140.aone.net.au 



We're proud to 

be part of 

North Queensland's 

internationally 

acclaimed festival 
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